
Day 4 Answers 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Problem solving 

 Q1. 
  
(a)     Indicates 300 

Working need not be shown for 
the award of this mark. 

Ignore use of cubed sign eg 

•    3003 

Do not accept incorrect attempt to 
convert to different units eg 

•    3 

•    30 

 (b)     For 2m indicates 360. 

          For only 1m shows 60 as 20% of 
300 in working or given 60 as 
volume 
of the box. 

Working need not be shown for 
the award of any marks. 

For 2m or 1m allow follow through 
from part (a), with correct rounding 
or truncation. 

Award only 1m for correct 
calculation indicated but not 
evaluated or incorrectly evaluated eg 

•    12 × 6 × 5 
= 432 

•    1.2 × 300 

•    300 × 20 
÷ 100 + 300 

Arithmetic 
 

 
 

 

 

Murder Mystery 
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Do not accept height calculated as 
12 with no further attempt to find the 
volume. 

 (c)     Indicates 12 salt pots. 

Working need not be shown for 
the award of this mark. 

Allow follow through from part (a) or 
(b) with correct rounding or 
truncation. 

Accept any indication eg 

•    2 more salt pots drawn on 
diagram given. 

Accept correct description eg 

•    2 more salt pots. 

Do not accept fractions of a salt pot. 

Do not accept fewer than 10 salt 
pots eg 

•    2 salt 
pots. 

  

Q2. 
20% 

Q3. 
(a)     Award TWO marks for 7500 cm² 
even if there are errors in working. 
If answer is incorrect, award ONE mark for 
evidence of attempt to 
calculate 60 × 125 by any appropriate 
method involving multiplication 
(not repeated addition only) and some 
correct partial solution, eg: 
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•    60 × 100 + 60 × 20 + 60 × 5 = 
6000 + 120 + 30 (partially correct) 

•    10 × 125 × 6 = 1205 × 6 
(incorrect answer given) 

•    60 × 125 = 750 (incorrect answer 
given) 

 (b)     Award TWO marks for the correct 
answer of 1500 cm² OR 
TWO marks for correct calculation of 
20% of answer given to (a) 

         If the answer is incorrect award ONE 
mark for evidence of an 
attempt to calculate 20% by an 
appropriate method, eg: 

•    20% is 1/5, so that’s 7500 ÷ 5 = 
(incorrect answer given) 

In marking part (b) give credit to 
children who correctly calculate 20% 
of their answer to(a), even if their 
answer to (a) was incorrect. 

The writing of an expression such 
as: 

•    20/100 × 7500 

•    0.2 × 7500 

alone, without working, is insufficient 
for the award of the mark. 

Q4. 
(a)     Award ONE mark for an answer in 
the range £85 to £125, inclusive. 
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 (b)     Award ONE mark for the correct 
answer of £50 
Accept any estimate in the range 
£45 to £55, inclusive. 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 


